Super 11 CD Lathe

CHECK OUT THIS FANTASTIC DEAL!!

EMCO SUPER 11 CD LATHE
inch, 220 volt, single phase
THIS USED MACHINE IS LIKE NEW!!!

Original Price when New: $11,200
SALE PRICE $8,500.00

CALL 800-872-6500 to talk to a salesman about this great deal or email blueridgemachine@att.net

The Super 11 CD is the ‘Crown Jewel’ of the Emco Maier line. Designed and constructed for constant use by professionals, it offers all the technical features of an industrial lathe with separate leadscrew and feed shaft. Highly precise, this lathe is safe and easy to service all operating elements. Controls are arranged to facilitate ease of operation. Enclosed construction of all drive and power transmission elements.

The Super 11 also features a large spindle diameter and an extremely rigid, diagonally ribbed bed with large dimensioned and ground Vee guide ways.

BASICS
Bed with Vee-guides, headstock, tailstock, longitudinal, cross and top slides, single toolpost, gearbox, feedshaft and leadscrew, machine base, chip trough, splash guard, electrical interlocking chuck guard, protective cover for leadscrew and feedshaft, grease gun, operating instructions and parts list, CE electrical system with lockable main switch and Emergency Off Switch.

HEADSTOCK
Made of vibration absorbing, heavily ribbed cast iron. The rigid, large size work spindle runs on precise, adjustable tapered roller bearings and is equipped with a Camlock ASA 5.9 D1-4 spindle nose.

Feed-drive reverse: fully enclosed construction (integrated in the headstock). Shaved gears and the axial shift during the feed-drive process contributes to operating safety and smooth running.

SPECIFICATIONS
11” swing over bed
25.6” between centers
5.5” center height
6.7" swing over cross slide
1.37" hole through spindle
MT5 spindle taper
MT5 center taper
D1-4 camlock spindle nose
8 spindle speeds: 55/110/200/300/410/600/1100/2200
thread pitches: metric and inch
taxistock quill diameter 1.2"
5-1/4" cross slide travel
MT2 tailstock taper
weight 530 lbs

**STANDARD EQUIPMENT**

Hardened, double V bed
headstock and tailstock
quick kchange gear box
chip trough & splash guard
built-in motor without cord and plug
CE electrical system with lockable main switch and emergency off switch
single toolpost
feedshaft and leadscrew
machine base
chuck guard
MT5 & MT2 centers
M1016 Bench Lathe 10"x 20"
M1049 Bench Lathe 9"x 19"
M1015 Mini-Lathe 6" x 10"
M1019 Gear Head Lathe 13-1/2" x 40"
M1039 DRILL PRESS 20"
W1680 DRILL PRESS 17"
M1001 VERTICAL MILL 6" X 26"
M1036 MICRO MILLING MACHINE
M1110 MILL W/DOVETAIL COLUMN
M1111 DELUXE MILL W/DOVETAIL COLUMN
M1013 Metal Cutting Bandsaw 5" x 6"
M1014 Metal Cutting Bandsaw 7" x 12"
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